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WORLD UPSIDE DOWN, Part 4
A study of C. Kevin Rowe’s World Upside Down: Reading Acts in the Graeco-Roman Age

Important Review of Last Week - Collision but not in the way you think!
“The rejection of insurrection does not simultaneously entail an endorsement of the 
present world order, as if the fact that Jesus was dikaois [justified/innocent] necessitates 
Luke’s approval of the crucifixion. . . . [Luke portrays] the reality of the state’s idolatry 
and blindness—its satanic power— and the necessity that the mission of light not be 
misunderstood as sedition. . . . The state must itself must find that Jesus and his 
followers ‘have done nothing deserving death.’ And in order to display narratively 
gentile blindness and idolatry, the state must kill them away. . . . Christians do not 
deserve death and yet will the gentiles rage (cf. Acts 4.25-6).” (88-9).

Ch. 4 - World Upside Down: Practicing Theological Knowledge

Acts 17:1-9  “1 Now when they had passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia, they came to 
Thessalonica, where there was a synagogue of the Jews. 2 And Paul went in, as was his custom, 
and on three Sabbath days he reasoned with them from the Scriptures, 3 explaining and proving 
that it was necessary for the Christ to suffer and to rise from the dead, and saying, “This Jesus, 
whom I proclaim to you, is the Christ.” 4 And some of them were persuaded and joined Paul and 
Silas, as did a great many of the devout Greeks and not a few of the leading women. 5 But the 
Jews were jealous, and taking some wicked men of the rabble, they formed a mob, set the city in 
an uproar, and attacked the house of Jason, seeking to bring them out to the crowd. 6 And when 
they could not find them, they dragged Jason and some of the brothers before the city authorities, 
shouting, “These men who have turned the world upside down have come here also, 7 and Jason 
has received them, and they are all acting against the decrees of Caesar, saying that there is 
another king, Jesus.” 8 And the people and the city authorities were disturbed when they heard 
these things. 9 And when they had taken money as security from Jason and the rest, they let 
them go.”
- Notice the “inseparable aspects of one well-calculated charge of sedition: by 

proclaiming another king, the Christians act against the decrees of Caesar and 
thereby turn the world upside down” (96).



1 | Confessing Jesus as Lord of All, in a Roman world
King Jesus - “Basileus (Gk. “king”) is the interpretation of christos that would best make 
sense to a Roman official. . . . [It] signifies the political nature of Jesus’s crucifixion: 
though innocent, Jesus is crucified as a seditious rebel (23:38)” (100).
- Acts 10:24-28 - Notice that the first time the gospel is proclaimed to the gentiles “the 

vision is given in the city founded and named for the Roman Caesar [Caesarea]; the 
vision is given to a ranking member of the Roman military [Cornelius, a Centurion]; 
the unit in which he serves had its origins and namesake in Italy [Italian cohort]; and 
there is at least one other soldier who is explicitly mentioned (10:7)” (104).

- Jesus is Lord of all the world - not Nero, Domitian, Caesar, Pompey, or any other 
competitor. “Social contract advocates since Rousseau have naturally tried to 
dispense with this necessity—as has the modern world in general—or at least restate 
it in terms of the power of ‘the People.’ But the ancients knew better. Ultimate 
sovereignty entails divinity. The Roman emperor was a god” (111).  

- “Jesus does not challenge Caesar’s status as Lord . . . it is Caesar who is the rival; and 
what he rivals is the Lordship of God in the person of Jesus Christ” (112).

2 | Universal Mission, in a World where such a thing never existed
Context - “Exactly ‘none’ of the pagan religions ‘had a strong missionary drive.’ . . . 
There is simply no good analogue to early Christian mission in the ancient pagan 
world. . . . ‘no pagan seriously dreamed of bringing all humankind to give worship in 
one body to one deity’” (117). Though there was some pre-Christian Jewish mission, 
nothing on par with what we see in Acts. Christian mission is, strictly speaking, a new 
thing.

- “Witness” (lit. martyr) means “to reenact the life-pattern of the suffering Christ 
(26:23), to suffer of this Name (5:41; 9:16), to be put on trial, to face the possibility 
of death, and to proclaim the resurrection. In short, it is to embody the cruciform 
pattern that culminates in resurrection” (121).

- “The resurrection confirms the identity of Jesus as Lord of all and makes this 
identity effective now, in the present, for the whole world” (123).

How Strange! - “Unlike anything else we know of in the ancient world, the Christian 
mission actively envisioned its target audience as anyone or everyone. Widows and 
orphans, eunuchs and the lame, magicians and philosophers, centurions and local 
magistrates, governors and proconsuls, and high priests and kings—in short, both 



‘small and great’ (Acts 26:22)—were summoned to a community of salvation 
constituted by the Lord of all. Once again, because of the decisive influence of 
Christianity on Western consciousness, it can be difficult for modern thinkers to 
appreciate the sweeping nature of the early Christian missionaries’ claims in the context 
of the ancient world. . . . It is not simply that the death of one Jew at the hands of  a 
Roman governor would not even make the news, or the idea that all of time should be 
thought in relation to this Jew rather than the emperor, or his followers’ belief that this 
Jew was alive again, or the conviction that what was ‘wrong with the world’ was 
directly related to humanity’s worship of the God of Israel, as strange as these things 
would doubtless appear. It is rather, to be conceptually more precise, that there was no 
preexistent category or tradition of inquiry within which the phenomenon of Christian 
mission could be rightly perceived. Such a way of knowing simply did not exist. . . . 
[Thus, Romans think] the Christians are literally crazy” (125).

- Great apologetic - there is no historical reason or basis for the rise of 
Christianity - it is truly a new thing that seems to have dropped out of the sky!

3 | Inevitably Forms a Christian Assembly
“Christian” was a derogatory term given to the assembly by outsiders, and Luke never 
uses the term himself as narrator. “Christians” “are a strange and problematic social 
reality.” They appear as Christians “precisely because the theological conviction of 
Jesus’s universal Lordship unfolds socially in the mission to gather Jews and gentiles 
into one community, a people set apart” (134).

Implications:
1. Apologetics:

1. Strangeness gives it credibility
2. Cultural translation - from “Christ” to King and Lord, for example.
3. Emboldening - we see the first Christians and what it meant to be a “witness”, so 

we can imitate them and expect trials.

2. Disruptive Witness
1. Does our Christianity disrupt the world around us? How can we be challenged 

to be more comfortable with disruption? We shouldn’t seek disruption, but it 
should inevitably come.


